Budding Growth In The Healthcare Revenue Cycle Arena
MediStreams, a technical provider of healthcare revenue cycle management solutions cites new
business growth and opportunities due in part to partnership with valued BPO vendor DDC
USA
ATLANTA, GA (PRWEB) July 25, 2017 -- MediStreams, a developer of revenue cycle management solutions
for healthcare providers, reported a surge in business growth with the recent roll-out of their newest line of
billing solutions that streamlines and increases revenue flow in the healthcare arena. The seamless expansion of
their solution line was made possible in part, to their valued vendor partnership with onshore BPO provider
DDC USA.
"Trustworthiness is the biggest factor in our relationship with our vendors," cited John A. Koch, COO of
MediStreams. “In an industry where accuracy and quick turnaround times are critical for us, we are pleased to
partner with DDC USA who have and continue to assist us in our growing platform of solutions that we provide
our healthcare clients.”
MediStreams' line of healthcare billing products include Paper EOB Conversion, EOB Lite, Patient Payment
Processing, Medical Lockbox and ERA Processing. In an industry heavily defined by U.S. government
regulations, medical payment information takes a burdensome toll on insurance companies and healthcare
providers who must maintain onshore, quick and accurate billing records.
Over the past nine years, MediStreams has stepped to the forefront alleviating the challenging tasks associated
with healthcare billing into a streamlined, cost-efficient and highly accurate system.
James T. Coyle, Jr., CEO of MediStreams stated that, "Our vendor partnership with DDC USA enables
MediStreams to deliver timely and accurate results to our healthcare provider clients. Our technology,
combined with the excellent human data perfection services at DDC USA, gives MediStreams the edge in the
Healthcare Revenue Cycle space.”
Art Zipkin, President of DDC USA noted, “We are pleased to be a contributing partner for MediStreams to
expand their excellent platform of solutions in the healthcare field. We look forward to continuing our
partnership in the years to come."
About MediStreams
Headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, MediStreams provides technological billing solutions to optimize healthcare
provider revenue streams in the United States. Since its incorporation in 2009, MediStreams is revolutionizing
the healthcare revenue process, with over 450 sites implemented nationwide and counting. To learn more, visit:
http://www.medistreams.com/ or call 866-836-2835.
About DDC USA
DDC USA is a division of The DDC Group, a worldwide network of BPO experts and solutions for back office
needs. With operations across North America, Europe and Asia, DDC's 4,000+ strong staff delivers services in
over 40 languages using cutting edge industry standards. For more information, visit:
http://www.theddcgroup.com/ or follow on Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn (@DDC_USA).
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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